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Abstract. It is pomwd WI that (‘hvikd’s theorem implie*. t hat every f!;Gte self-complementary 
graph has ,I Hanu1roni.m UC, and JII mdcpendrnt proof (of this result is givt:n. 
I , Introduction 
That every finite self-zomplcmcntary graph has a Hamiltonian arc is ;1 
simple consequcnct’ of Chvrital’s theorem giving sufficient conditions in 
terms of the valcncies of the vcrtlccs. We give also, however, an inde- 
pcndent proof. It may be th:it this will help to suggest if there is any 
cornpara b)e result for int”lni te sel f-cornplerntm tary graphs. 
2. A conseqtience of Chwital’s theorem 
By applying this well-known theorem [ I ] to a graph obtsirxd from 
C; by tldditlg 3 new vertex and edges joining it to all the vertice5 of G. 
we can deduce the following corollary: 

The following diagram indicates the HamiItcAan KC in the case jt = 3: 
Notice two thmp; two consecutive odd 11; *iLris), igN 3 and ts,,_ I of u. 
appear consecutively in the arc; and the I”ILS l.crtices are iz and & 
which clfc consecutive ven vertices of 0 crn~~! 4~1). 
In c;ise (bj, there is a Hamiltonian arc 
The diagram in the c;ise ?r = 3 is this: 
Notice two rhings again: two COn!XXUtive f&f vertices, rl and t3 of 0, 
appear consecutively in the arc; and the end-vertices are tJn_2 and ig,: 
which IN consecutive ven vertices of u. 
l%u~+ we may conclude that in each case there is a Hamiltonian arc 
and, because [PI is an automorphism, that 
lil for an>* two consecutive odd vertices of O, there is a HamiBtrjnian 
arc in which they appear consecutively; 
liii) r‘or an)* two consecutive ven vertices of 0, there is a Kin~iltonian 
arc for which they are the end-vertices. 
These remarks also apply when !I = I and CI = ( t1 t2 gJ &, ). 
Secondly, suppose that a consists of more than one cycle:. We label 
the verltices such that in each cycle consecutive odd vertices are joined 
by an edge. 
Let c; = (&t3 . ..) and 4 = (ql ~2~/3 . ..) be tr;;o C~CI~S in U. Write 
5 < q It’ there is m edge from some even vertex of 5 to sume odd vertex 
of q. Notice that if g c q, then trver_~ even vertex of 4 is joined to some 
odd licrtex of 9, and ever): odd vertex of q is joined to some even vertex 
oft,. li 6 + q, then there is YIO edge (t,, q3 1. So there is an edge (fl , rr~ L 
La:. there is an edge (qz , E, ), so q < 5. Thus for any 5 and ml7 either f < rl 


